Applying Science to Conservation
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It’s all here: limestone-enriched soils capable of supporting
a multitude of plant species; diverse physical features
that create scattered micro-climates; and connectivity
to extensive, intact natural corridors.

T

he Putney Mountain Association (PMA) has always had its
eye on the future, protecting land to be enjoyed for years to
come by area residents and visitors to southeastern Vermont.
The all-volunteer association was formed in 1946 to purchase
38 acres at the 1,567-foot mountain’s summit. Between 1990
and 2000 there were more purchases of both contiguous and
non-contiguous properties along the range. VLT’s Joan Weir
describes PMA as “one of the oldest nonprofits in this region
involved with land conservation. Their model is to own the land
outright and to take care of it.”
Take care of it they do. They manage trails
and kiosks, and run recreational and educational
programs. This summer they imported a dozen
goats to feast on invasive buckthorn, seeking
an environmentally friendly way to combat the
proliferous plant. “It’s like a small state park run
entirely by volunteers,” says Pat Shields, who
serves on PMA’s 15-member Board.
With PMA’s most recent project, however,
care for the future took on an aspect even more
profound: protecting land that will help species
adapt to climate change. As part of the funding
mix for the new 144-acre project, VLT secured a
grant from the Open Space Institute, which believes that
landscapes like this provide the most hopeful conditions for
resiliency in the face of climate change.
“We’re doing a lot of thinking about how conservation can
contribute to sustaining biological diversity as climate change
advances,” says Liz Thompson, VLT’s director of conservation
science. “Look at this property within the context of the whole
surrounding landscape, and you see how
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When combined with other protected properties, the parcel
contributes to 16 miles of high-elevation wildlife passage
extending north from Dummerston to Grafton. “It’s probably the
last undeveloped ridgeline in southeastern Vermont,” says Pat,
a retired social worker who earned a master’s degree in
environmental science in her spare time. “Species like bear,
fisher, and bobcat need room, and have to be able to move
seasonally and interact with other populations for healthy
genetic breeding purposes.”
Of greatest interest to the Open Space Institute and its
Resilient Landscapes Initiative, were three characteristics found
here and in much of the Middle Connecticut River watershed:

•

limestone-enriched soils capable of supporting a multitude of
plant species; diverse physical features that create scattered
micro-climates; and its connectivity to extensive, intact natural
corridors. Liz Thompson explains that in the emerging field
of resiliency science, these qualities are valued for the refuge
they may provide to plant and animal species migrating north
as the climate alters.
Her VLT colleague, Joan Weir, adds that “a project like this
begins to get the message out that protecting these landscapes
through conservation can be one way for us to
deal with global climate change.”
Steve Anderson and Jacquie Walker,
members of the fundraising committee, credit
Pat Shields with providing the grant-writing savvy
that, along with a local fundraising drive that netted $60,000, enabled PMA to acquire the newest piece of land. Pat obtained grants from the
Vermont Housing & Conservation Board and four
private foundations. PMA members also credit
the sellers—siblings in the Hannum-O’Connor
family that had owned the land for nearly a century—for giving PMA time to raise
the funds.
Equally compelling is the resource these lands provide
for people: hiking, snowshoeing, skiing, biking, and hunting.
The annual Putney Mountain Hawk Watch is a major event
during the fall migration, providing one of the most important
surveys along the East Coast. Current Board President, Emily
McAdoo, loves it that a Morris Dancers troupe dances on the
summit every May first. During a full moon, she says, the sun
sets on one side of the peak while the moon rises on the other.
“On a nice summer night you’ll find a lot of people up there
in the moonlight.”
Fresh off a daunting but invigorating fundraising campaign,
the volunteers aren’t letting any grass grow under their feet.
Their last hurrah for the project was a rousing benefit concert
at The Putney School that cinched their $424,000 goal. The
very next week the Stewardship Committee scheduled a walkthrough of their newly acquired and conserved land to consider
how best to lay out trails.
Meanwhile, Steve Anderson was already ruminating upon
the future. “There’s the potential for extending farther south,”
he observed. In the meantime, hikers, birdwatchers, and wildlife
enthusiasts can get out and enjoy the results of this group’s
68 years of hard work to protect a beloved mountain.
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